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Mohamed Fathi
Software Project Management & Flutter Developer
01101633056
string.mohamedfathi@gmail.com
be.net/mohamedfathiii

"Leading the technical charge in building innovative projects, my expertise in project
management covers the full spectrum - from design and development to testing, strategic
analysis, deployment, maintenance, and technical support"

"I work as a Tech Projects Manager and Flutter Developer with experience in the operational
management of software projects and strategic development of innovative start-up projects.
I am always looking for new challenges and good opportunities to develop my skills and
experiences."

- Specialties: Software Project Management, Flutter App Development, Startup project feasibility
and strategy, Business Planning and Modeling for tech projects, strategic analysis of startup
projects, Operational Management of software projects.

WORK EXPERIENCE Upwork

Software Project Management & Flutter Developer
Our goal :
is to effectively enhance creative and innovative ideas by transforming them into new
mobile applications or websites and contributing to the development of new features,
in order to produce a successful and competitive project.

I have the necessary technical and management experience to analyze, manage and
build startup technological projects. I will work on the project using strategic
organizational steps to give you a complete project that matches what is in your mind,
starting from studying the work model, analyzing the idea and targeting customers and
market, designing the project identity or logo and designing a complete UI/UX for the
application, building the application as a Flutter App, building the website, building the
database, personal experience, notifications, quality basics, final testing, release, and
special technical support for the project for 6 months.

What we offer for the project :
- Analysis of the idea and market study, competitor analysis, and creation of a Business
Model Canvas
- Development of a comprehensive feasibility study for the project Design of a logo or
identity for the project
- Design of a complete UI/UX for the application
- Building the application as a Flutter App that works on both Android and iPhone
- Building the complete website
- Building the database and project management panel
- Publishing the project to your personal accounts on the App Store and
- Play Store and uploading the website to your personal server
- Development of a complete Business Plan for the project
- Full technical support for the project for 6 months

Committed to giving you a perfect working experience, so our plans for work include
constant monitoring of the work carried out, incorporating all of your special
suggestions, and developing them in the best designed ways to ensure high
performance and the best outcome for the project
December 2021 - Present
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Freelancer

Software Project Management & Flutter Developer
ElSeraj - السیراج : Quran offline application

The ElSeraj application, is a Quran application that allows users to read the Quran
offline, with various features such as font size and font type customization, direction of
Qibla, prayer times, Adhan and Duas, and religious articles. The application is built
using the Flutter platform and will soon be available on both the App Store and Play
Store. The project is also shared on Behance, you can find the link in the description.

The application's key features include:
Full Quran offline
Qibla direction and Dua's, Prayer time and Adhan
Religious articles
Notifications

The project was completed in several steps:
Project analysis
UI/UX design for the application
Development and implementation of the application using the Flutter platform
Database creation and application control panel
Completing the application in its entirety.

- Overall, this project aims to provide an easy-to-use and customizable Quran
application for users to enhance their religious experience, without the need for
internet connection, and also providing an easy way to follow the prayers times, and
religious articles.
February 2021 - June 2021

Freelancer

Software Project Management & Flutter Developer
Akhtbaraty is an innovative online testing application that streamlines the exam-taking
process for both teachers and students. Teachers can easily create and manage exams
and students can take them offline with a unique code. The app also provides detailed
performance analysis and personalized feedback for students. It is an efficient solution
for educators and learners that helps to improve the performance of the students.

July 2021 - October 2021

Upwork

Software Project Management & Flutter Developer
Roileass Financial Advisor : Manage Your Money Smartly

The Roileass App is a financial advisor app that provides users with all the financial
advice and tools they need in one easy-to-use platform. The app is available in multiple
languages and offers direct in-app payments, notifications, and more.

The project was completed in several steps:
Project structure and planning
Research and market analysis
UI/UX design and development
Building the Roileass App using the Flutter platform
Publishing the app on both the App Store and Play Store.

Key features of the app include:
Personalized financial advice and tools
Direct in-app payments
Notifications
Multi-language support

This project aims to provide an easy and convenient way for users to access
professional financial advice and tools, and make payments directly in the app. It is
easy to download from the App Store and Play Store for a full experience.

Now you can download ROILEASS - App Store & Play Store
December 2021 - April 2022
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Upwork

Software Project Management & Flutter Developer
Melamsee e-Commerce App: Food Delivery

Melamsee is an innovative food delivery application that allows users to order meals
based on their meal type such as breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The app functions as an
e-commerce platform and offers in-app payment options, notifications, and deals. The
simple and creative design of the app aims to provide users with a seamless and
enjoyable experience.

-- The benefits of Melamsee are numerous, including:
- Convenience: The app allows users to order their meals from the comfort of their own
home, with the option of direct delivery to their doorstep.
- Variety: Melamsee offers a wide range of meal options for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, providing users with a diverse choice of dishes to suit their taste.
- Time-saving: With Melamsee, users can place their orders in a few simple steps,
saving them time and effort.
- Personalization: The app provides users with the ability to customize their orders
according to their preferences and dietary restrictions.
- In-app payment and notifications: The app offers a secure and convenient way to pay
for orders directly within the app, and also sends notifications to keep users updated
on their order status.
- Deals and offers: Melamsee regularly offers deals and discounts to its users, making
it an affordable and cost-effective option for food delivery.

In summary, Melamsee is a user-friendly and efficient food delivery app that offers a
wide range of meal options, in-app payment, personalized ordering, and deals. It aims
to provide users with a seamless and enjoyable ordering experience.
January 2022 - October 2022

EDUCATION Obour High Institute

Bachelor's degree
Bachelor's degree in Management and Information Systems
September 2017 - September 2021 Al-Obour, Egypt

LANGUAGES Arabic (Native)

English (Conversational)

AWARDS Upwork

RISING TALENT
2022

SKILLS Agile Project Management, Budget Management, Budgeting & Forecasting, Business Services,
Communication Strategy, Cost Management, Create Business Model, Create Business Plan,
Digital Business Modeling, EstiMate, Financial Management, Knowledge Management Tool,
Performance Management, Project Analysis, Project Finance, Project Plans, Report Writer,
Resource Management, Status Reports, Team Management, Tech Project Management, Technical
Analysis, Time & Cost, Total Quality Management, Tracking Goals Setup
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